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Creative 
learning: The 
UK 
landscape.

• Shaping the Next 10 Years 2020-30, the Arts Council concludes that the 
opportunities for children and young people to experience culture and 
creativity inside and outside school are not equal across the country.

• “the number of state schools teaching the arts continues to 
decline, and while most young people have significant enthusiasm for 
cultural activity that stimulates their creativity (much of which they 
undertake in their own time, and often online) their access to high 
quality creative and cultural opportunities outside of the home is 
currently heavily determined by background and postcode.”

• Paul Hamlyn Foundation and Cultural Learning Alliance (Oct 2019) 
cited the lack of arts education and opportunities for all as ‘a social 
justice issue,’ linking arts education to social mobility.

• Durham Commission on Creativity in Education (Oct 2019) has called 
for more research into creativity and recognition of creativity 
in Education.

• We are a facing a growing mental health crisis in our schools’

(Cowburn & Blow, 2017)



How can creative processes 
support children’s wellbeing in 
21st Century learning?

• Our aims :
• Opening up spaces for children’s 

voices through the use of drama 
and creative writing

• Collaborating with schools and 
artists

• Researching creative processes 
with children

• From Practice to Research:
• Story Makers Press
• Artist Educator Award
• Story Makers Hub (theatre 

companies, schools, authors, writers, 
museums)

• Story Makers Festival
• MA Drama and Creative Writing in 

Practice





Why?

• Reflecting Realities report: emphasises the under-
representation of black and minority ethnic characters in 
children’s literature (CLPE, 2019):

• Valuing children’s lived experiences: co-creation and 
publishing process. Bringing ‘engaged pedagogy’ into 
schools (hooks, 2014)

• Stereotypical representation: placing Roma characters in 
“polarised system of representation” (Toninato, 2014, 
p.150)



How?

• Oracy includes 4 complex strands including: 
cognitive, emotional, physical and linguistic (School 
21)

• ‘With dramatic inquiry a teacher and students use 
imagination to embody shared as well as personal 
meaning-making about events as everyone 
contributes to a dialogic conversation that is 
multimodal and not tied to a linguistic 
mode.’ (Edmiston 2017, p11).

• Agentic writing (Dobson and Stephenson, 2019)



Our process of co-creation







Precious 
objects





Research with young people through our 
projects

How does creativity offer opportunities for development of 

capabilities that can respond to the challenges young people 

face?

“You're learning that it’s ok if you have this 
idea. You’re learning that it’s ok to make a 
mistake.”

“It makes me feel free. I think it and do it.”

“I feel like my mind's escaped from 
captivity...”

“ Sometimes when I feel angry I just use my 
imagination and draw”

Navigating uncertainty, risk taking and possibility 

thinking

‘Critical agency’ as children’s capability to ‘ask questions 

about prevailing norms and values’ (Sen, in Hart, 2018, 

p.297).



To find out more…

Twitter:

@Lisa_stephenso

@StorymakersCo

Website:

https://www.leedsbeckett.ac.uk/research/story-makers-
company/

https://www.storymakersco.com/

You can find our books here: 
https://www.storymakersco.com/the-press

Contact us about our work with schools. 

Email: storymakers@leedsbeckett.ac.uk for more information. 

https://www.leedsbeckett.ac.uk/research/story-makers-company/
https://www.leedsbeckett.ac.uk/research/story-makers-company/
https://www.storymakersco.com/
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